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Research Update No. 8, March 2019 (updated April 2019) 

 

Gondwana disruption: 

What happened south of Africa – Part 2 

 

In praise of interval poles 

 

1. How to date the oceans 

The ‘gold standard’ for dating the creation of ocean floor is the identification of magnetic anomalies attributable to 

geomagnetic reversals.  A time scale attached to these reversals is becoming more stable (Ogg, 2012) and so the 

growth of an ocean – say the South Atlantic – can be described in terms of millions of years.  Matching conjugate 

magnetic anomalies should give the position of the two continents at the time of the magnetic anomaly, the 

anomaly itself occupying the location of the mid-ocean ridge at that time. 

When conjugate anomalies flank thousands of kilometres of midocean ridge, as in the South Atlantic, there is little 

ambiguity in the relative position of the two continents at the time of anomaly formation.  When, however, the 

strike length of conjugate anomalies is short, due care has to be taken on account of the basic geometry of moving 

plates on a sphere.  With just two solitary anomaly picks from two ships tracks, one on each plate, the number of 

solutions for a match is indeterminate as the relative orientation of the two continents about the matched point is 

not controlled by the data.  In view of the limited extent of most anomalies predating the Cretaceous Quiet Zone 

(KQZ, 83.64-126.15 Ma) this problem is relevant to many, if not most, solutions for the early paleo-positions of 

Gondwana continents, e.g. Africa-Antarctica, in the 100 myr following the onset of Gondwana break-up (182.7 Ma). 

 

2. Help from fracture zones 

Since the release of detailed ocean floor topographic data (circa 1997 with more recent improvements in resolution) 

the traces of ocean fracture zones contribute markedly to reducing this uncertainty.  In the first instance, we can 

now be sure that a pair of conjugate magnetic anomalies lies between a truly conjugate pair of fracture zones so that 

the match is a valid one in principle.  Next, we can be sure that the matched pair of fracture zones are colinear at the 

time of creation of the anomalies and, in the ideal case, parallel to the direction of ocean-floor spreading.  This 

eliminates many possible solutions for matching the anomalies alone, but the collinearity of the fracture zones can 

only be approximate.  The slight misalignment of two continents at a given anomaly (isochron) pair can lead to an 

error in computed position amounting to hundreds of km with respect to any global reference frame at points 

distance from the match.  This is a serious lapse when distances of several thousand km are involved in either rigid 

plate of the pair.  The anomaly pair match itself can still be valid but pivoting either continent of the pair about the 

location of the match is possible - as long as the adjacent fracture zones remain approximately colinear. 

 

3. The curse of finite poles 

Historically – and, as far as I can see, for no other good reason – the rotations between a pair of continents to match 

a pair of conjugate anomalies have usually been published as ‘finite poles’, i.e. the rotation needed to bring one 
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continent against the other from its position now (t0) to its position at some time in the past (t1).  This is fine if the 

sole purpose is to build a static reconstruction of two continents - before they started to separate, for example.  In 

practice we are more often concerned with describing the relative motion of a pair of continents at around a given 

time.  When we are fortunate, we will have a series of magnetic anomaly pairs to match at various times in the past 

(t1, t2, t3 … tn).  Then quoted finite poles define the motion necessary to reconstruct from t0 to t1, from t0 to t2, from t0 

to t3 and so on.  Only in special circumstances does the rotation from t0 to t1 resemble that from t0 to tn and this is 

true for any pair of finite rotations in a series.  What is more useful, because it tells us about the (spherical) 

geometry of the ongoing tectonics, is the interval pole from tn to t(n+1). 

One of the remarkable consequences of plate tectonics, where tectonic activity is confined to the narrow margins of 

a small number of large plates covering the whole globe, is that mid-ocean ridges are usually almost perfectly self-

replicating, as well as lying mid way between the conjugate continents (excepting past ridge jumps).  The mid-ocean 

ridge in the South Atlantic, for example, is today just as angular in outline as it might have been when it was first 

created; it has not become a smooth curve sweeping somewhere down the middle of the ocean.  Whatever process 

drives the ocean-floor spreading is therefore remarkably constant, excepting for some local ridge-jumps.  Also, I 

suspect, this sustained geometry of activity is particularly true for the longest mid-ocean ridges between the largest 

rigid plates. 

 

4. The South Atlantic Ocean 

Torsvik et al. (2008) quote (dozens?) of finite poles to describe the opening of the South Atlantic each of which, in 

view of the strike-length of the MOR, the well-mapped anomalies and the assumed precision of the anomaly-

matching software, can be assumed to be highly accurate and reliable.  Each pole describes accurately how to move 

South America against Africa from t0 (the present day) to tn (some time in the past) such that all the observed 

anomaly pairs match as well as possible in a thoroughly quantitative way at each tn.   

A more detached and qualitative look at the ocean floor data, however, suggests that the process of creation of the 

South Atlantic has had only a limited number of distinctly different phases of activity, each of which might tell us 

something more about the mechanism of continental movement than a plethora of finite poles, only the most 

recent of which relates to physical relative plate motions at a given time.  In other words, a rotation model that fits 

a lot of data loosely may prove more informative than one that fits every point precisely 

In approximate terms, then, a single interval pole 0 to 83.5 Ma describes the relative motion of South America and 

Africa rather well and matches the oldest of the isochrons (Anomaly 34) created since the end of the KQZ (Figure 1).  

It is identical to the Torsvik et al. (2008) finite pole for this same period.  In earlier times, however, the fracture zones 

in the South Atlantic evidently followed a distinctly different direction, more north-easterly in Africa and more south-

westerly in South America.  The difference in strike direction is about 10 degrees, depending, of course, where on a 

sphere the measurement is made.  A second interval pole can be fitted to this earlier period of activity but, of 

course, almost all of this earlier period falls within the KQZ so there are no timing constraints on events in the 

intervening 40 myrs or so.  The interval pole needed to bridge this gap - with good agreement with the FZ traces - 

has been re-examined recently and the traces of the fracture zones now (in model CR19ABBE and later) follow the 

new pole more exactly. 

This second interval pole brings the NE corner of South America closely into the angle of Africa presently occupied by 

the Niger Delta and signals the need for an earlier (third) pole to bring the Precambrian outcrops of South America 

and Africa further south adjacent and parallel to each other at an ‘appropriate’ separation for the original Gondwana 

fit.  A pole located in western Nigeria achieves this and amounts to a ‘scissoring’ action between the two margins, 

quite distinct from the approximately ridge-normal movements of the two plates since about M0 time.  All three of 

these interval poles are illustrated with respect to Africa in Figure 1.  An ‘Okavango’ pole is also shown there which 

will be discussed later. 
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Figure 1. 

In this way, the development of the South Atlantic Ocean may be described well by just three interval poles with 

transitions in the modus operandi at around 120 Ma and 83 Ma.  (I have not looked into minor deviations since 

Anomaly 34 time). The existence of M-series anomalies (126.15 Ma and older) is confined to the southernmost 

ocean but there is little scope for doubt as to the relative positions of the two continents in this early stage of 

spreading.  Each interval pole quantifies the tectonic events active during its period of operation with mid-ocean 

ridge sections lying parallel to lines of Euler longitude and fracture zones following lines of Euler latitude.  (This is a 

major advantage of using interval poles!)  For the quantitatively curious, there may even be a statistical method of 

fitting the chosen pole optimally to a set of observations of magnetic anomalies and/or fracture zones for each 

interval. 

The time of transition from the earliest South Atlantic interval pole to the second pole is ambiguous since it falls 

within the KQZ.  I have assumed that a constant rate of ocean growth was established immediately north of the 

Falklands-Agulhas FZ (FAFZ) from the onset of spreading and sustained until 84.64 Ma (Anomaly 34) and this rate 

applied here both before and after the first pole change.  On this basis, a spreading rate of about 55 km/myr is 

calculated from 137 Ma (the time of the start of spreading – see later) until 83.64 Ma (Anomaly 34).  From this 

reasoning the abrupt pole change (only an approximation to physical reality, of course) is calculated to be close to 

120 Ma, i.e. about 6 myr after the start of the KQZ. 
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5. The Africa-Antarctica corridor 

The same degree of clarity and precision cannot be attributed to the relative positions of Antarctica and Africa 

during their separation during the Jurassic and Early Cretaceous since observations are confined to a narrow corridor 

of ocean about 500 km wide lying east of Mozambique in Africa and off the coast of Dronning Maud Land in 

Antarctica – the Africa-Antarctica corridor (AAC).  However, marine magnetic anomaly data of the highest quality for 

the AAC has recently been published by Mueller and Jokat (2019) and these authors have generated a series of 19 

finite poles resulting from detailed analysis of their new data.  I have reviewed these new finite poles in the light of 

my earlier Antarctica-Africa models (e.g. CR17AAHH, published in Reeves 2018) and find that the period of the M-

series anomalies in the Africa-Antarctica Corridor (AAC) and its extrapolation into the KQZ can be very accurately 

described by just four interval poles (Figure 2). 

I have a slightly different initial ‘fit’ position for Africa and Antarctica from that of Mueller and Jokat (2018) but this is 

of little consequence to the first interval in which my oldest track differs only very slightly from the track suggested 

by their oldest finite poles.  My second pole (and the later ones) can reproduce the Antarctica-Africa movements of 

these authors ‘precisely’ (within 10-20 km generally, Figure 2).  Careful analysis of their results shows changes in 

local spreading-direction in the AAC at 157.5 and 137 Ma.  The former age now replaces the 167 Ma direction 

change (i.e. change of interval pole) in model CR17AAHH (Reeves 2018).  The latter time (137 Ma) is taken to 

synchronise with the start of spreading in the southernmost South Atlantic (see above). [To avoid ‘jumps’ in any 

animation, it is important to synchronise regime-change times between adjacent plate pairs.  Such times slowly 

emerge as significant events throughout the model.] 

A temporary change in spreading direction (from the Mueller and Jokat (2019) data) starts at 137 Ma and is 

sustained until 131 Ma when a fourth direction – very similar to the second – is established.  This is an independent 

verification of the ‘Aptian sidestep’ I have described elsewhere (e.g. Reeves 2017).  My old name for it is now 

misleading as the new, more accurate marine anomaly data defines the event rather precisely and confines it almost 

entirely to the Valanginian (139.8-132.9 Ma) rather than the start of the Aptian (126.15 Ma).  The distance of the 

sidestep amounts to 81 km from their new data. An exact location of an interval pole for the period 137-131 Ma is 

still, however, only poorly defined from a solitary determination in the AAC.   

 

Figure 2.  Synthetic isochrons off Mozambique at 5 myr intervals (pale blue) from model 

CR19ABBE compared to isochron picks published by Mueller & Jokat (2018). 
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The fourth ANT-AFR interval pole is interpreted to fit well with the FZ evidence (no magnetic anomalies after 126.15 

Ma) for an interval that I end arbitrarily at 102.5 Ma. 

 

6. The Weddell Sea 

If the relative motion of Antarctica against Africa is defined as above and that of South America against Africa as 

discussed in Section 4, then a solution for the relative motion of Antarctica and South America is already defined 

since this is the closure of the plate circuit.  We can therefore test our model against the marine anomaly data in the 

ocean between South America and Antarctica.  In comparison with the Indian and South Atlantic oceans, this turns 

out to be a relatively small area hosting a great deal of complexity. 

One of the more outstanding features of the Weddell Sea is Anomaly-T (Livermore and Hunter, 1996), evident in the 

ocean-floor topography (Figure 3).  In our South Atlantic closure model at 137 Ma the ‘sole’ of South America’s ‘foot’ 

(except for the Maurice Ewing Bank – MEB, see later) lies against Anomaly-T.  This suggests two things.  First that the 

outline geometry of South America has remained intact since that time and, second, that the initial opening of the 

South Atlantic Ocean was simultaneous with the activation of a new spreading ridge adjacent to the ‘continental’ 

part of southernmost South America, separating it from the Antarctica plate at Anomaly-T.  The subsequent 

development of this ridge led to creation of the ‘fan’ or ‘herringbone’ pattern evident in Weddell Sea II (Figure 3).  

Unfortunately for trying to understand this region, the eastward advance of the Scotia Arc since about 40? Ma has 

consumed approximately half of the older ocean created between ANT and SAM and probably all the ocean on the 

SAM side between 84 and 137 Ma.  Our model for SAM-AFR and ANT-AFR movements do at least make a passable fit 

to the arcuate shape of the FZs seen in Weddell Sea II, the younger part of what is still preserved.  This could still be 

improved upon.  The central location of the MOR in such a complex ocean may not be a reliable assumption, 

however. 

 

7. The Maurice Ewing Bank and a ‘new’ Gastre fault? 

We propose a separate history for the Maurice Ewing Bank from the remainder of the Falkland Islands/Malvinas 

Plateau (FIMP).  At 120 Ma, when the divergence of AFR and SAM takes on a different direction, the northern margin 

 

Figure 3. 
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of the FIMP is aligned with the Agulhas FZ off South Africa.  So is the Maurice Ewing Bank (MEB), in its present 

position with respect to the remainder of the plateau.  As a result of the SAM-AFR direction change at 120 Ma, 

however, the northern margin of the Malvinas plateau will be about 160 km further south than the trace of the 

Agulhas FZ at 137 Ma if it follows the pre-120 Ma direction of motion for the rest of SAM.  We maintain the position 

of the MEB against the AFZ, nevertheless.  In forward time, this amounts to dextral strike-slip between MEB and 

FIMP, probably taken up by several faults following the required WNW-ESE direction.  Going back to 137 Ma shows a 

relative strike-slip movement of 180 km from then until 120 Ma after which time the two adopt their present-day 

relative orientation. 

At 137 Ma, we note that Anomaly-T shares the geometrical orientation of dextral strike-slip immediately east of the 

Mozambique bank in the AAC.  We explain this as their both being transforms in the same AFR-ANT spreading 

system for a while (they share one and the same interval pole!).  Anomaly-T in this model is then a transform that 

turned into the location of a new, more westerly MOR for the Weddell Sea at 137 Ma. 

Another innovation in our model is that we rotate the whole of SAM south of the Rio de la Plata to close the gap that 

remains in the southernmost South Atlantic and between Hoorn and the Agulhas fault trace.  We assume this to be 

complete by 145 Ma, going backwards in time. We can accommodate all of this movement by small extensions in the 

known Jurassic rift basins north and south of the fragment (515) on which Buenos Aires is located.  This new pre-145 

Ma position for fragments 507 and 516 gives a continuation for the Agulhas fault direction (a small circle about the 

‘Okavango’ pole, Figure 1) that looks more credible within the geology of Patagonia than the ‘Gastre’ fault that has 

always lacked support on account of no field evidence for it (Figure 4).  About 600 km of strike-slip movement is 

necessary on this fault to allow fragment 507 to follow the MEB and bring the Falkland Islands against the coast of 

South Africa in our current re-assembly. 

 

8. Closing the Weddell Sea 

By 145 Ma, going backwards in time, we therefore have an intact fault-trace along which to move 507 eastwards and 

to close the earlier ocean between Anomaly-T and the continental margin of Antarctica.  This means that, even 

before 145 Ma, there are already (at least) three fragments to consider: AFR, ANT and Hoorn (507, 516 and 519).   

 

Figure 4.  Postulated position of a strike-slip fault to move fragment 507 east in reconstruction. 
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In fact, we also invoke strike-slip between 516 and 507 in this period to bring the Falkland Islands themselves 

northward to approach the Agulhas fault zone.  Note that, in this period, the lineations evident in the gravity image 

within this fragment are also aligned with the Euler latitude lines of the first interval pole for relative ANT-AFR 

movement.  It follows that with three separate fragments (EGO, WGO, Hoorn) a triple junction must also exist.  We 

place it off Cape St Lucia. 

By 182.7 Ma, fragments 507, 519 and 516 occupy neatly all the space between the Antarctic Peninsula (still in its 

present position with respect to ANT) and the Agulhas Fault.  Only strike-slip occurs between 507 and the Antarctica 

Peninsula, so no changes to the shape of ANT need be invented.  Note also that the faults between 507, 519 and 516 

(as well as between 516 and the coast of DML, Antarctica) follow the Euler latitude lines/small circles of our first 

ANT-AFR interval pole, suggesting early strike-slip here and three major fragments south of the MEB as soon as AFR-

ANT disruption started at 182.7 Ma. We could alternatively place this commencement at the time of direction 

change in the AAC, namely at 157.5 Ma.   

We note the similarity of the shape of the Jurassic basin on fragment 507 with that of the Outeniqua basin in South 

Africa.  They would be adjacent, both north of the Agulhas fault trace, in our reassembly. 

We have not tried to find a position for the South Orkney micro-continent in our model but this does not appear at 

first sight to be a difficult problem.   

We have also not sought to rotate the Falkland Islands as is claimed from paleomagnetic evidence but we do not rule 

out local complexity of this nature (small fragments!) in the earliest disruption of the Precambrian crust.  This, we 

note, takes place immediately above the Bouvet plume in the new trajectory we propose for it.  The revised plume 

track also keeps the plume head central to events in the Weddell Sea, to the creation of the Agulhas Bank and to the 

Bouvet triple junction throughout most of its evolution.   

 

9. A sequence of images 

A sequence of images to illustrate the current model was distributed at the Workshop in Rio de Janiero, 19-21 March 

2019.  It is planned to place a slightly updated versions of these in Research Update No.10. 

 

Colin Reeves 

Delft, 2019 March 15. 

Lightly edited 2019 April 8. 
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CR19ABCO – Interval poles: 2019 March 18 

 

// =============================== 

// Africa versus Hotspot reference frame 

// =============================== 

// 

399-hot  399 REF   0.00 555.00  90.0    0.0    0.0    ******** - 444 fixed reference frame, 199 

AFR-HOT  400 REF   0.00  47.9   32.8  -40.8  -12.09   CR09AAAQ - Muller et al 1993, revised in Torsvik et al 2008. 

AFR-HOT  400 REF   0.00 100.00  23.41 -40.80 -22.76   CR18ABDP - smoother curve with 100 Ma at TJ and Agulhas Bank 

AFR-HOT  400 REF   0.00 130.7   16.7  -37.5  -28.52   CR09AAAQ - Muller et al 1993, revised in Torsvik et al 2008 

AFR-HOT  400 REF 130.70 182.7   21.74 -46.97 -12.10   CR18ABDO - arbitrary extrapoln. of Bouvet to Cape St Lucia 

AFR-HOT  400 REF 182.70 350.0   -0.43 -69.80 -30.31   CR18ABDO - southern pole lies in Dronning Maud Land 

AFR-HOT  400 REF 350.00 750.0    0.0   90.0    0.00   CR09AAAD - no further movement wrt HSRF 

// 

// =============================== 

// Antarctica versus Africa  

// =============================== 

// 

ANT-AFR  100 400   0.00  20.00  12.58 -43.60   1.53   CR14AAGD - Registration in the Scotia Sea 

ANT-AFR  100 400  20.00  43.00  12.58 -43.60   5.52   CR14AAGD -  

ANT-AFR  100 400  43.00  54.00  12.58 -43.60   3.10   CR14AAHC -  

ANT-AFR  100 400  54.00  72.00 -43.16 -28.97   5.35   CR12AAGA - sigmoidal movment retimed to match triplet 

ANT-AFR  100 400  72.00  85.94  15.38 -39.73   4.40   CR18AAGF - Anomaly 34 fits from 'coloured' database 

ANT-AFR  100 400  85.94 102.50  15.49 -39.50   8.11   CR19AABD - timing adjusted to agree with M&J2018 

ANT-AFR  100 400 102.50 131.00 -17.828 -7.953 19.00   CR19ABAD - fit simplified Mueller & Jokat (2018) 

ANT-AFR  100 400 131.00 137.00 -22.380-47.263  2.20   CR19ABAE - new pre-Aptian sidestep folowihg M&J 2018 

ANT-AFR  100 400 137.00 144.32  -3.611-42.180  4.00   CR19ABAE - follow M&J through this period 

ANT-AFR  100 400 144.32 157.50  -3.611-42.180  5.40   CR19ABAF - time to dock well with MAD 

ANT-AFR  100 400 157.50 182.70 -33.790 -4.202  5.65   CR19ABAE - restore fit of CR19ABAC 

ANT-AFR  100 400 182.70 230.00  90.0    0.0    0.00   CR14AAEI - new starting time for break-up a la JT. 

ANT-AFR  100 400 230.00 300.00  34.60  22.54  -1.270  CR17AAGH - restore CR17AAFQ fit pre-Karoo 

ANT-AFR  100 400 300.00 555.00  90.0    0.0    0.00   CR17AAFA - All quiet before Karoo 

// 

// =============================== 

// India versus Antarctica 

// =============================== 

// 

IND-ANT  300 100   0.00  47.00  14.61  32.06 -25.00   CR12AANA - Revise Regime 4 triplet closure '12 dec 9 

IND-ANT  300 100  47.00  63.00   7.86   2.52 -20.20   CR13AAIA - to fit Somalia, Antarctica  and triplet at 75 MA 

IND-ANT  300 100  63.00  83.64   4.66   4.83 -21.00   CR18AAGG - fit c34 

IND-ANT  300 100  83.64  88.64  13.17   9.13 -10.00   CR18AAGG - new short-cut for the U-turn at  abt 88 Ma 

IND-ANT  300 100  88.64 102.50 -31.03 129.34   4.40   CR19ABAP - less close to MAD at this time 

IND-ANT  300 100 102.50 124.24 -18.933-24.126-12.30   CR19ABCO - better fit madinda when MAD stops - forget WA? 

IND-ANT  300 100 124.24 131.00 -57.002 47.758 -7.70   CR19ABCO - restore CR19ABCN 

IND-ANT  300 100 131.00 137.00 -64.901 35.897 -3.10   CR19ABCN - break at 137 Ma 

IND-ANT  300 100 137.00 144.32 -43.983 15.153 -4.50   CR19ABCN - back to old cr18abhg fit with ANT and MAD? 

IND-ANT  300 100 144.32 555.0   90.0    0.0    0.0    CR12AAEO - IND fixed to ANT for good 

// 

// =============================== 

// Madagascar versus Africa 

// =============================== 

// 

MAD-AFR  401 400   0.00  20.00 -23.33  13.87   0.30   CR17AADA - EARS the same everywhere 

MAD-AFR  401 400  20.00 124.24  90.0    0.0    0.00   CR14AADF - MAD fixed until Aptian 

MAD-AFR  401 400 124.24 131.00  -6.583 78.065 -5.93   CR19ABAN - same pole thro'out DFZ operation 

MAD-AFR  401 400 131.00 144.32  -6.583 78.065 -8.54   CR19ABCF - one degree less rotn to reach desire fit 

MAD-AFR  401 400 144.32 157.50  -9.160 87.400 -8.00   CR19ABCF - to good posn at 157.5 Ma 

MAD-AFR  401 400 157.50 182.70 -33.790 -4.202  5.65   CR19ABCF - does the same as ANT 

MAD-AFR  401 400 182.70 230.00  90.0    0.0    0.0    CR12AAIE - MAD fixed between K'oo and break-up 

MAD-AFR  401 400 230.00 300.00  34.60  22.54  -1.270  CR17AAGH - restore CR17AAFQ fit MAD does same as ANT 

MAD-AFR  401 400 300.00 555.00  90.0    0.0    0.00   CR12AACQ - MAD fixed to AFR before the K'oo 

// 

// =============================== 

// Sri Lanka versus India 

// =============================== 

// 

SRI-IND  301 300   0.00 119.00  90.0    0.0    0.0    CR13AABO - inner ghost fitted to Gunnerus 

SRI-IND  301 300 119.00 124.24   9.66  79.40 -27.00   CR18ABHD - rework to fit new context - 2018 nov 23 

SRI-IND  301 300 124.24 127.11   3.659 83.087 -6.00   CR19ABCO - new fix 2019 march 13 

SRI-IND  301 300 127.11 131.00  13.405 80.140  5.80   CR19ABCO - 2019 march 13 

SRI-IND  301 300 131.00 144.32   1.425 63.581  6.70   CR19ABCO - back to fit of CR18ABHG 

SRI-IND  301 300 144.32 555.00  90.0    0.0    0.0    CR16AACJ - fitted to India as with CR15GSCB 

// 

// =============================== 

// Ridge between India and Africa - 88-183 Ma recalculated 2018 nov 8 - rest needs recalculating, 2016 may 16 

// =============================== 

// 

351-AFR  351 400   0.00  47.00  13.27  51.78 -12.00   CR17AAIH - Ridge IND-AFR, new determination 2017/09/14 

351-AFR  351 400  47.00  63.50  21.76   9.66  -9.20   CR17AAIO - Ridge IND-AFR, -do- 
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351-AFR  351 400  63.50  80.00  23.79   8.80  -9.30   CR17AAIH - Ridge IND-AFR, -do- 

351-AFR  351 400  80.00  88.64  29.71  13.47  -3.30   CR17AAIH - Ridge IND-AFR, -do- 

351-AFR  351 400  88.64 103.50  -8.48 129.41  -1.60   CR18ABGM - start rebuild on model CR18AAGM 

351-AFR  351 400 103.50 125.50 -27.10  46.56   3.20   CR18ABGM - Ridge IND-AFR, 2018 nov 8. 

351-AFR  351 400 125.50 132.00   2.19  98.82  -1.90   CR18ABGM - Ridge IND-AFR, -do- 

351-AFR  351 400 132.00 143.00 -12.75 -35.98   2.80   CR18ABHA - recalc 2018 nov 22 

351-AFR  351 400 143.00 155.50 -13.88 -11.38   3.60   CR18ABGM - -do- 

351-AFR  351 400 155.50 182.70 -27.30 -43.30   2.40   CR18ABGM - -do- 

351-AFR  351 400 182.70 555.00  90.0    0.0    0.00   CR14AAEI - new strating time for break 

// 

// =============================== 

// Ridge between IND and AUS  -     needs recalculating 2019 march 15 

// =============================== 

// 

AUS-IND  353 300   0.00  47.00  90.0    0.0    0.00   CR15AABE - fixed to Ind 

AUS-IND  353 300  47.00  83.64  -2.87  10.12  17.85   CR18ABGQ - 2018 November 16 

AUS-IND  353 300  83.64  88.64   4.57   5.4    5.0    CR18ABGQ - -do- 

AUS-IND  353 300  88.64 102.50  24.77 116.04  -3.50   CR18ABGQ - -do-  

AUS-IND  353 300 102.50 124.24  43.90 173.28  -6.80   CR18ABHG - 2018 November 27 

AUS-IND  353 300 124.24 127.11   8.09-163.28  -1.00   CR18ABHG - 2018 November 27 

AUS-IND  353 300 127.11 132.00  -4.23  70.62   1.95   CR18ABHG - -do- 

AUS-IND  353 300 132.00 144.32  12.69  72.65   3.45   CR18ABHG - -do- 

AUS-IND  353 300 144.32 555.00  90.0    0.0    0.00   CR18ABGQ - fixed to Ind 

// 

// =========================== 

// South America versus Africa 

// =========================== 

// 

SAM-AFR  500 400   0.00  46.3   56.95 -31.15  19.107  CR14AAGC - from Torsvik et al 2008 

SAM-AFR  500 400   0.00  65.6   63.88 -33.61  24.755  CR14AAGC - from Torsvik et al 2008 

SAM-AFR  500 400   0.00  83.64  61.88 -34.26  33.512  CR14AAGC - from Torsvik et al 2008 

SAM-AFR  500 400  83.64 120.00  40.54 -29.96  17.35   CR19ABBA - fit M0 across Atlantic; better fit of transforms! 

SAM-AFR  500 400 120.00 137.00   7.478  3.593 11.050  CR19ABBA - same fit as cr18abhi/cr19abap 

SAM-AFR  500 400 137.00 555.00  90.0    0.0    0.0    CR14AAEB - same fit but starts at 137 Ma, not 140 Ma 

// 

// 
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